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Abstract— Predicting the motion trajectories of moving agents
in complex traffic scenes, such as crossroads and roundabouts,
plays an important role in cooperative intelligent transportation
systems. Nevertheless, accurately forecasting the motion behavior
in a dynamic scenario is challenging due to the complex cooperative interactions between moving agents. Graph Convolutional
Neural Network has recently been employed to deal with the
cooperative interactions between agents. Despite the promising
performance of resulting trajectory prediction algorithms, many
existing graph-based approaches model interactions with an
undirected graph, where the strength of influence between agents
is assumed to be symmetric. However, such an assumption often
does not hold in reality. For example, in pedestrian or vehicle
interaction modeling, the moving behavior of a pedestrian or
vehicle is highly affected by the ones ahead, while the ones
ahead usually pay less attention to the ones behind. To fully
exploit the asymmetric attributes of the cooperative interactions
in intelligent transportation systems, in this work, we present a
directed graph convolutional neural network for multiple agents
trajectory prediction. First, we propose three directed graph
topologies, i.e., view graph, direction graph, and rate graph,
by encoding different prior knowledge of a cooperative scenario,
which endows the capability of our framework to effectively
characterize the asymmetric influence between agents. Then,
a fusion mechanism is devised to jointly exploit the asymmetric
mutual relationships embedded in constructed graphs. Furthermore, a loss function based on Cauchy distribution is designed
to generate multimodal trajectories. Experimental results on
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complex traffic scenes demonstrate the superior performance of
our proposed model when compared with existing approaches.
Index Terms— Cooperative intelligent transportation systems,
trajectory prediction, directed graph convolutional neural network, asymmetric interactions.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

OOPERATIVE intelligent transportation systems are
advanced traffic management for improving social and
economic efficiency [1]–[3]. Moving agents as main traffic
participants are the most important varieties in traffic systems.
Thus, forecasting the motion behaviors of multiple moving
agents in complex traffic scenes, such as crossroads and
roundabouts, is essential for a number of intelligent traffic
applications, such as traffic planning, traffic management, and
traffic control, etc. [4], [5]. Despite its importance, accurately
predicting the trajectories of agents is very challenging in
cooperative intelligent transportation systems due to the following facts. First, the social interactions between agents can
significantly impact their moving trajectories, such as moving
with a group behavior, avoiding a collision, and catching up
or following others. Modeling these complex interactions is
rather difficult in reality. Second, the motion patterns of agents
are highly multimodal. Namely, given the same historical
trajectory, an agent can select multiple feasible future paths
to a destination.
Pioneering works for trajectory prediction mainly adopted
handcrafted features [6], but these methods cannot sufficiently
characterize the complex social interactions between agents
and fail to model the multimodal feature due to a single
predicted trajectory generated for a given historical path.
Recently, a number of machine learning models [2], [7]–[11]
have attracted the attention of researchers and designed to
forecast trajectories for cooperative intelligent transportation
systems, including Recurrent Neural Networks [12], Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [13], and graph-based
models [14].
The widely known approach, called Social-LSTM, was
proposed in [15] as the pioneer of the deep learning model
for pedestrian trajectory prediction. In [15], Long ShortTern Memory (LSTM) was intuitively adopted to learn the
trajectories and a pooling layer based on a grid method was
proposed to extract the hidden states of LSTM for different
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agents as the social interactions. However, the multimodal
trajectories of agents are not considered. As a result, an LSTM
method was reported in [16] by using a Gaussian mixture
model for the multimodal trajectories of agents. While in the
recent works [17]–[19], the authors proposed to improve the
performance of [15] by using new pooling mechanisms to
utilize the scene context as side information. In [20], an LSTM
method was leveraged to model the moving behaviors of all
agents by considering the different importance of agents for
a target agent. Recently, CF-LSTM [21] was proposed to
utilize the vital velocity features of agents for improving the
performance of LSTM. Very recently, an LSTM model [22]
was also designed for cyclists’ movement prediction, in which
an LSTM encoder was used to interact with cyclists and
roads and a focal attention mechanism was used to improve
the performance of LSTM. For improving recurrent neural
networks, Gate Recurrent Unit (GRU) was also adopted for
trajectory prediction. In [23], a convolutional reward model
was introduced to generate multimodal plans on a 2D grid, and
then GRU was used to decode and output valued multimodal
trajectories. For generating diverse multimodal paths, conditional variational autoencoders were also employed in [24],
[25] for trajectory prediction. However, these models have two
major issues. One of which is the abstract of agents’ relationship. Though recurrent models were simple ways for sequence
prediction problems but is difficult to describe the spatial
relationship of agents. Most of them adopt the inside features
of recurrent models as the quantitative social relationship
instead of using some intuitive metrics, such as the Euclidean
distance between agents. It causes the weak interpretation for
social relationships between agents. The other issue is that
the multimodal trajectory generated by a preset probability
distribution may be inappropriate in some cases because of
the uncertainty of human social behavior.
To deal with the uncertainty of human social behavior,
GANs have been employed to generate the multimodal trajectory by learning implicit probability distributions [13],
[26]. In [13], a GAN model was firstly reported to learn
implicit probability distributions for generating the multimodal
trajectories of pedestrians. A similar work adopting GRU was
reported in [27]. While in [28], an attention pooling was
proposed to extract the temporal-spatial features of each agent
to improve the performance of GAN. In [29], a GAN model
with a reinforcement learning was proposed for generating real
and safe trajectories. MATF [30] encoded observed trajectories
of agents and the scene contexts were used to capture the
social interactions through an adversarial loss. The syntax tree
features were adopted into GAN [31] to integrate temporal
logic rules for traffic agent trajectory prediction. Very recently,
a GAN model [32] based on a temporal pyramid network
was also reported to intensify the extraction of the temporal
features. However, these methods also face two issues for the
agent trajectory prediction. First, though the GAN models can
utilize implicit probability distributions to generate multimodal
trajectories, the outcomes are uncontrollable and some prior
knowledge of the probability distributions are difficult to be
utilized. Second, similar to those LSTM-based approaches,
GANs cannot also effectively describe the social interactions

between agents, and need additional modules to handle the
social interactions between agents.
To more directly model the social interactions of agents,
methods based on Graph Attentions (GATs) have recently been
designed [33]–[35]. A model formulated the agent trajectory
prediction by a spatio-temporal graph in [33], while in [34]
a social graph network was reported to construct the position
and direction of agents. In [35], a GAT model was embedded
into GAN for the social attention and multimodal trajectory.
An LSTM model with a GAT module [14] was also introducted to interact with the hidden features of LSTM. Though
these GAT methods can logically describe the spatial attention
of each agent by constructing graph information, they still
lose some real social interactions. In fact, the GATs focus
on connecting the hidden state of each agent extracted by
LSTM, GAN, or other modules, instead of using the raw
spatial information from agents’ observed paths.
Recently, Graph Convolution Neural Networks (GCNs) have
been received increasing attention and many works have been
reported for cooperative intelligent transportation systems [1],
[36]. For pedestrian trajectory prediction, a method based
on a GCN model, called Social-STGCNN [37], have been
introduced to directly construct an undirected graph topology
by pedestrians’ observed trajectories, and the undirected graph
topologies and observed trajectories of pedestrians are inputted
into a GCN model for fusing spatial-temporal features. The
experimental results have verified that Social-STGCNN is
superior to those models based on LSTMs, GANs, and GATs.
Despite the advance of Social-STGCNN, it still fails to
correctly construct the interaction relationship between pedestrians due to the undirected graph topology, in which the social
interactions are naively assumed as the equipotent impacts
for each two pedestrians. However, social interactions can
be highly asymmetric in reality. In this work, we propose a
directed graph method to describe the asymmetric interactions
among agents, called VDRGCN, which includes three directed
graph topologies, i.e., View Graph (VG), Direction Graph
(DG), and Rate Graph (RG). We illustrate a case in Fig. 1
to show the differences of the undirected graph and the three
proposed directed graphs. In Fig. 1(a), the biker C cannot
generally see the other agents, the person A shouldn’t be
impacted by the agents E and B, and the pedestrian B should
consider the influence by the person D only. While in Fig. 1(b),
the edges of the undirected graph cannot correctly express
the relationship of these agents. For VG in Fig. 1(c), the
view information of all agents is extracted by their positions
and moving directions. Please note that agents of different
types should be with divergent view ranges. While in DG in
Fig. 1(d), when agents in the view of an agent, the directed
edges will be constructed according to their moving directions.
Moreover, agents’ moving rates are also considered to set the
weights of the directed edges in RG, as shown in Fig. 1(e).
By resorting to the three directed graph topologies, the social
interactions among agents can be well described by the raw
information.
Based on the above directed graphs, we construct the social
interactions of multi-type agents including pedestrians, bikes,
motorcycles, and various vehicles. Further, we propose a novel
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Fig. 1. The differences between the undirected graph and the three novel directed graphs for agents’ relationship, where the points and lines with arrows
indicate the positions and moving directions of the agents in (a), respectively, and the undirected or directed edges represent the impacts of the agents.
In (c)–(e), a directed edge indicates an influence from a start node to a finish node; a line with two arrows indicates that the two nodes have influence of the
same intensity, while two different lines (dash and solid) for a couple of nodes represent divergent influence intensities.

loss function to generate diverse multimodal trajectories. Our
main contributions are summarized below.
• We design three directed graph topologies VG, DG,
and RG, as shown in Fig. 1, to encode the asymmetric social interactions between agents. Different from
existing methods, our proposed directed graphs extract
the raw information among agents and describe three
diverse features of the social interactions, which are more
intuitive and effective for characterizing the asymmetric
properties of trajectories.
• We propose a novel loss function based on Cauchy
distribution for generating diverse positions by utilizing
the fat tail property. By comparing with the control group
using Gaussian distribution, the efficiency of the proposed
loss function has been verified.
• Based on two widely used datasets of the trajectory
prediction, the superiority of our proposed method has
been experimentally demonstrated, and our proposed
method beats all the compared methods and achieves
over 8% and 31% performance improvement at least
on predicting pedestrian trajectories, for the average and
final predicted errors, respectively. Moreover, to predict
trajectories of multi-type agents, our proposed model also
improves about 56% and 57% performance, according to
the average and final predicted errors, when compared
with a GCN model proposed recently, which adopts an
undirected graph topology.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides the details of the proposed model, while
Section III reports the experimental results and analyses.
Finally, Section IV presents the conclusions.

II. D IRECTED G RAPH C ONVOLUTIONAL N EURAL
N ETWORK FOR T RAJECTORY P REDICTION
In this section, we firstly introduce the problem definitions
of trajectory prediction, and then we devise three directed
graph topologies for characterizing the social interactions
between agents. In the end, the network framework and the
loss function based on Cauchy distribution are proposed.
A. Definitions of Trajectory Prediction
Given observed positions of N agents over a fixed duration
in the past, the aim of the trajectory prediction is to learn
the potential moving rules of the agents, and predict their the
future trajectories for the q upcoming time steps. Define
[u i1 , . . . , u io , u io+1 , . . . , u io+q ],

(1)

as a sequence of true positions of the i -th agent, where u it =
(x ti , yti ) denotes the true position at the t-th time step.
Models for trajectory prediction aim to predict a future
trajectory for the i -th agent (i = 1, . . . , N), by inputting
the observed positions, where the mapping can be defined as
follows:
i
i
, . . . , v o+q
],
[u i1 , . . . , u io ] ⇒ [v o+1

(2)

where v ti (t = o + 1, . . . , o + q) indicates the t-th predicted
position.
B. Directed Graphs
As an effective representation technique for data with irregular structures, graph representation is a powerful and direct
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model for modeling the complex social behaviors between
agents. Recently, Social-STGCNN [37] has pioneered an
undirected GCN model for pedestrian trajectory prediction,
in which the symmetric influences of the undirected graphs
are adopted to describe the relationship between each two
pedestrians. However, the assumption of symmetric relationship does not hold in reality. A persuasive example is shown in
Fig. 1, where the connections between agents should be highly
asymmetric, and the undirected graph fails to construct such
asymmetric impacts. As a consequence, we propose a directed
GCN tailored for trajectory prediction. Different from existing
graph-based approaches, we model the interactions in a scene
as directed graphs by encoding the information of views,
walking directions, and walking rates of agents. As will be
shown later that our framework is more intuitive and effective
to reveal the asymmetric mutual influences between agents.
We first introduce the general definitions of our directed
graphs.
Denote G t = (Ut , E t ) as a directed graph topology to
describe the relationships among agents in the t-th time step
of a scene, where Ut = {u it |i = 1, 2, . . . , N} indicates a set
ij
of N nodes defined in (1), and E t = {et |i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N}
ij
includes a series of the weighted edges, where et = [0, 1].
j
In our graph, there is a direction from the node u t to the node
ij
ij
u it , only if et = (0, 1]. A larger value of et indicates the
impact strength is stronger. In the remaining, we simplifies
the above graph and its elements as G = (U, E), u i , and ei j ,
by omitting the notation t for convenience.
1) View Graph (VG): Intuitively, the motion behavior of an
agent is significantly impacted by his/her view. For example,
we always pay attention to the agents in our views. As shown
in Fig. 1(a) and (c), the biker C cannot see any agents, and
thus he would not be impacted by the other agents. However,
since he appears in the view field of the agents A, D, and E,
his behavior could impact their future motions. Inspired by
this prior, we construct VG according to the horizontal views
of agents. It is worth noting that we assume that agents are
walking forward and agents’ view fields are equally divided
by their motion directions. For the sake of simplicity, we set
the view range for a pedestrian/non-motor vehicle as π and
for a motor vehicle as 2π. As a result, in Fig. 1(c), we can
find that the pedestrian A is not influenced by B because B
is out of the view range of A, and the vehicle E is always
impacted by all other agents.
Define VG as G v = (U, E v ), the connection will be built
from u j (start node) to u i (finish node) if the j -th agent is in
the view filed of the i -th agent, otherwise, the impact will
be ignored. According to this rule, the elements in E v =
ij
{ev |i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N} can be defined as follows:
⎧
π
1
⎨
, i f (acos(α) < ∧ i ∈ n) ∨ (i ∈ m)
2
evi j = ||u i −u j ||+1
⎩
0,
otherwise,
(3)
where
α=

di · dij
,
||d i || × ||d i j ||

(4)

Fig. 2. Illustration of the view impacts, where the circles, dashed lines, and
solid lines indicate the positions, the boundaries of the views, and moving
directions, respectively, and the lines painted by blue are the direction vectors
from the i-th agent to other agents.

d i = u it − u it −1 denotes the moving direction of the i -th agent,
and d i j is a direction vector from the i -th agent to the j -th
agent, acos is the inverse function of cos, and m and n collect
the indexes of all motor vehicles and other agents, respectively.
We further illustrate the construction of VG in Fig. 2, where
we can see that the i -th agent should pay attention to the k-th
agent due to the angle between d i and d ik is smaller than
π/2. However, the i -th agent would be not impacted by the
j -th agent, considering that the j -th agent is out of the i -th
agent’s view.
2) Direction Graph (DG): VG only exploits the position
information of agents. In a crowded scenario, we also need to
pay some attention to those agents who may have a potential
collision with us. In this paper, we propose DG to characterize
such influence by resorting to the moving directions of agents.
If two agents’ moving directions have a crossover, we could
think that they have a potential collision risk. As illustrated
in Fig. 1(d), there is a possibility of collision between the
pedestrians A and D. According to this rule, denote DG as
G d = (U, E d ), and we can define the elements in E d =
ij
{ed |i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N} as follows:
⎧
1
⎨
, if η exists
ij
i
(5)
ed = ||u − u j || + 1
⎩
0,
otherwise,
where η = (x, y) is an intersection of moving directions of
two agents and obeys the following constraints
yti − yti−1
x ti − x ti−1

=

j

j

j

j

yt − yt −1
x t − x t −1

,

(6)
j

j

||η − u it −1 || > ||η − u it || and ||η − u t −1 || > ||η − u t ||.

(7)

Please note that (6) indicates the two lines are not parallel
and the significance is unchanged even if a slope does not
exist. If η exists, it will appear in front of the positions of
two agents at the t time step. As illustrated in Fig. 3, we can
observe that the moving directions of the i -th and k-th agents
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the rate impacts, where the lines and circles represent
the moving directions and positions, respectively.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the direction influences, where the lines represent
the moving directions, the circles and squares indicate the positions, and the
triangle denotes an intersection η subjected to (6) and (7).

could cause a collision, since the intersection of their moving
directions occurs in front of them. On the contrary, the i -th
and j -th agents will not encounter a collision, because the
intersection is in the back of the i -th agent and doesn’t meet
the constraint (7).
3) Rate Graph (RG): VG and RG model the view and
moving direction features of agents, respectively. However,
the moving rate of each agent is also an important factor
to influence others’ future trajectories. Generally, one agent
with a faster motion rate will attract more attention from
surrounding agents. In this paper, we propose RG to exploit
this prior of agents. Specifically, one agent would be impacted
by the other’s rates, only when they are connected in the VG
and DG. According to this rule, Define RG as G r = (U, Er )
ij
and the elements in Er = {er |i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N} is defined
as follows:

ij
tanh(||r j ||), if ed = 0
ij
(8)
er =
0,
otherwise,
j

j

where r j = u t − u t −1 denotes the moving rate of the j -th
agent.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1(e), though the pedestrian A would
pay attention to the moving rate of the biker C, C would not
be impacted due to the view field. The persons B and D have
not the impact of the moving rate each other because of a low
collision risk. Note also the influence strengths of the moving
rates are often not equivalent, as shown in Fig. 4, as an agent
with a higher moving rate should have a greater impact on
others generally.
C. Directed Graph Convolutional Neural Network
Based on the above three directed graph topologies, in the
subsection, we present the framework of the directed graph
convolutional neural network for trajectory prediction. The
framework of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 5,
which mainly includes three components, i.e., Graph Fusion,
Temporal Convolution, and Directed Graph Convolution.
Graph Fusion: Though VG, DR, and RG can characterize
the different priors of social interactions, it is challenging to

simultaneously exploit the information embedded on different
graphs. To address this issue, we propose to fuse VG, DR,
and RG into a unified directed graph through an Multilayer
perceptron (MLP). Assume that there are N agents in the t-th
time step, we can construct three weighted adjacent matrices
containing all the edges of VG, DR, and RG, according to (3),
(5), and (8), respectively. We then stack them to a tensor of
N × N × 3, and use an MLP to adaptively fuse the weighted
edges. We finally obtain a unified directed graph with the
weighted adjacent matrix E f ∈ R N×N×1 . The fusion process
can be formalized as follows:
E f = M L P(E v , E d , Er ),

(9)

where (9) is formed by three fully connection layers and T anh
is employed as the activation function. The fused directed
graph FG can be defined as G f = (Û , E f ), where Û will
be detailed in (10). For the efficiency, we design our method
to simultaneously predict q future positions of all agents in a
scenario, by inputting their o observed positions. As a result,
the input size and the output size of (9) are N × N × 3o and
N × N × o, respectively.
Temporal Convolution: In addition to the spatial information
of agents, the temporal information of trajectories is also
important for the future trajectory prediction. In this work,
we adopt a 2D convolution as reported in [38], to extract the
temporal information of the observed trajectories. Assume that
there are N agents with o observed time steps. The temporal
information of all the agents can be extracted as follow:
Û = Conv t (U ),

(10)

where U ∈ R2×N×o represents the trajectories of N agents
over the observed o time steps. In our experiment, we use one
1 × 3 convolutional kernel to extract the temporal features of
trajectories.
Directed Graph Convolution: In this work, we propose a
directed graph convolutional network to exploit both the spatial
and temporal information of agents’ trajectories. According
to [39], a directed graph topology can be directly addressed
by
H +1 = δ(E f H  W  ),

(11)

where P Relu is adopted as the activation function δ; W  is a
matrix containing all the trainable parameters at the -th graph
convolution layer, and H 0 = Û . Similar to the traditional
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Fig. 5. The framework of VDRGCN, where m x , γx , m y , and γ y indicate the position and scale parameters of Cauchy distributions, respectively, for the x
and y element of a position.

undirected graph convolutional network, we also use a row
normalization for the directed graph, and then (11) can be
written as follows:
H +1 = δ(nor m(E f )H  W  ),

(12)

where nor m is executed on each sub-set of E f at each time
step to normalize the social impacts for each agent, as follows:
ij

ij
ef

ef

= N

ij
j =1 e f

,

(13)

ij

D. Multimodal Trajectory Based on Cauchy Distribution
In order to generate multiple socially-acceptable trajectories
with more diverse modes [25], we assume that the future
multimodal trajectories obey to Cauchy distributions. Different
from the previous work based on Gaussian distributions [37],
we utilize the fat tail property of Cauchy distributions to
reduce the redundancy of predicted positions. The related
experimental analysis is presented in Section III.B.4. The
probability density function f of a Cauchy distribution is
defined as follows:
γ
1
×
,
π
(z − m)2 + γ 2

γx
1
×
,
π
(x − m x )2 + γx2
γy
1
f t (y; m y , γ y ) = ×
,
π
(y − m y )2 + γ y2

f t (x; m x , γx ) =

(14)

where z is a random variable, and m and γ are the location and
scale parameters of a Cauchy distribution, respectively. Denote
that the x and y elements of a true position of an agent at the

(15)
(16)

where {m x , γx , m y , γ y } is an estimated parameter set of
Cauchy distributions. Based on the maximum likelihood estimation, the parameters can be evaluated by maximizing (17)
as follows:
N o+q



where {e f |i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N} is a sub-set of E f at a certain
time step.

f (z; m, γ ) =

t-th time step respectively obey Cauchy distributions, namely

loss =

i=1 t =o+1

log( f t (x; m x , γx ) f t (y; m y , γ y ))
N ×q

,

(17)

where N indicates the number of agents.
Thus, there are 4 × N × q estimated parameters and two
consecutive convolution operations are adopted to learn them
as follows:
 = Conv ck2 (Conv c1 (H )),

(18)

where H is the output of the last layer in Eq. (11) or
Eq. (12), and Conv c1 is a 2D convolution operator, which
takes input H ∈ R2×N×o , and outputs a tensor with the
size 4 × N × q, by channel reshaping and changing. Conv ck2
is with k layer convolution operators applied to generate the
estimated parameters for all the agents in q predicted time
steps. The above convolution operators are with the kernel
size 1 × 3.
To predict the future multimodal paths for N agents at
q time steps,  achieved by (18) is adopted for 2 × N × q
Cauchy distributions to generate multiple socially-acceptable
trajectories.
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III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
We implement the proposed model using the PyTorch
framework with an NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPU.
A. Performance Metrics
Following prior works, we use two error metrics widely
adopted to evaluate the performance of the proposed method
and compared models.
B. Average Displacement Error (ADE)
It is calculated by the average Euclidean distance between
the predicted trajectory and the true one for each agent over
all predicted time steps, and a smaller value indicates better
performance. ADE is defined as follows:
 N o+q
t
t
i=1
t =o+1 ||v i − u i ||
,
(19)
AD E =
N ×q
C. Final Displacement Error (FDE)
It is computed by the average Euclidean distance between
the predicted trajectory and the true one at the final position
of each agent, and a smaller value indicates a better result.
The definition of FDE is given as follows:
N
o+q
o+q
||v
− u i ||
F D E = i=1 i
,
(20)
N
D. Pedestrian Trajectory Prediction
In this subsection, we evaluate our model in pedestrian
trajectory prediction with complex interactions.
1) Dataset and Experimental Setting: Our proposed model
is verified on two widely used pedestrian trajectory datasets,
i.e., ETH [40] and UCY [41]. The two datasets contain five
scenarios: ETH, HOTEL, UNIV, ZARA1, and ZARA2. There
are totally 1536 pedestrians containing challenging social
behaviors.
We compare our proposed model with two well-known
baselines and nine models proposed recently:
1) Social-LSTM [15]: A neural network based pedestrian
trajectory prediction algorithm, which adopts an LSTM
model and a social pooling, for learning the features
of the sequences and social behaviors of pedestrians,
respectively.
2) Social-GAN [13]: A GAN based method for generating
the multimodal pedestrian trajectories.
3) PIF [42]: A multi-task LSTM model to utilize the visual
and interactive features.
4) SoPhie [43]: A model adopts an attentive GAN to
consider the physical constraints and social attentions.
5) SR-LSTM [17]: A state refinement method for extracting
the social features of pedestrian trajectories.
6) STSGN [34]: A graph attention based an LSTM method
for modeling the social interactions of pedestrians.
7) CGNS [27]: A conditional generative network based a
GRU model for the multimodal pedestrian trajectories.
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8) Social-BiGAT [35]: A bicycle-GAN with a GAT module
for the multimodal paths and social interactions of
pedestrians.
9) STGAT [14]: A spatial-temporal graph attention network
for trajectory prediction.
10) TPNSTA [32]: A temporal pyramid network with a
spatial-temporal attention for pedestrian trajectory prediction.
11) Social-STGCNN [37]: An undirected graph convolutional network for trajectory prediction.
Following previous works [13], [37], the time step numbers
of the observed trajectories and predicted trajectories are
set to 8 (3.2 seconds) and 12 (4.8 seconds), respectively.
In training, we set the batch size to 64 for each scene, and the
training epoch is set to 100 for ETH and 1000 for other scenes,
as it is easy to over-fitting for ETH. The Adam optimizer with
1e − 3 learning rate is used, which is reduced by multiplying
0.9 after every 50 epochs. The layer numbers of Conv c2
in (18) and graph convolution are set to 10 and 1, respectively.
Especially, the minimum AD E and F D E from 20 generated
trajectories are selected as the evaluation metrics ADE and
FDE for multimodal trajectory prediction models.
2) Model Comparison: In this subsection, we compare
the proposed model VDRGCN with the above 11 recently
proposed methods. Table I shows the results obtained by each
model on the five scenarios, and we also report the average
results for each method in the last column, where the values
highlighted by red and blue represent the best and second best
results, respectively. According to the results, we draw the
following conclusions:
• It can be easily observed that our proposed model
achieves the best or second best rank for each dataset.
Moreover, the proposed method VDRGCN achieves the
best performance in terms of the average ADE and
FDE results, which gains over 8% / 31% performance
improvement at least.
• When compared with Social-STGCNN based on GCN
with an undirected graph topology, our algorithm outperforms Social-STGCNN on all the datasets and achieves
about 20% and 33% performance improvement in terms
of the average ADE and FDE results, respectively. This
verifies that the proposed directed graphs characterizing
the asymmetric influences between pedestrians are indeed
helpful for modeling the social interactions.
• Even without employing the scene image as the side
information, our method VDRGCN is still superior to
those methods utilizing the scene features, such as [35],
[42], [43]. This represents that the performance of
VDRGCN could potentially be further improved by considering the scene context.
We conduct two cases to show how VDRGCN successfully models the social behaviors of pedestrians and predicts
the trajectories, and we qualitatively compare the prediction
results obtained by our method and the undirected graph based
method Social-STGCNN as shown in Figs. 6-7.
• Group walking: When two or more persons are walking
with a group, they often keep a close distance, similar
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TABLE I
T HE R ESULTS OF ADE / FDE O BTAINED BY D IFFERENT A LGORITHMS

Fig. 6. The predicted trajectories in ZARA2, where the shapes painted by red, green, and blue indicate the observed positions, future positions, and predicted
positions based on ADE, respectively.

Fig. 7. The predicted trajectories in HOTEL, where the shapes painted by red, green, and blue indicate the observed positions, future positions, and predicted
positions based on ADE, respectively.

moving rates, and walking directions. In Fig. 6, the pedestrians A and B are walking in parallel. It can be observed
from Fig. 6(a), though the predicted trajectories obtained
by Social-STGCNN can keep a close distance for the

group, there are large deviations from the ground-truth
trajectories to the predicted paths. Compared with SocialSTGCNN, the prediction of our model VDRGCN in
Fig. 6(b) shows that A and B will keep walking in
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TABLE II
T HE ADE / FDE R ESULTS OF THE G RAPH T OPOLOGIES

Fig. 8. The visual comparison on G u and G f , where the shapes marked by red, green, and blue indicate observed positions, future positions, and predicted
positions based on ADE, respectively.

•

parallel, and the predicted trajectories also have smaller
deviations to the ground-truth trajectories. This demonstrates the superiority of modeling motion behavior using
the directed graph topologies.
Following people: When one person is following other
persons, they often have similar moving rates and directions. Fig. 7 shows that the pedestrian A is following
the group of B and C. Intuitively, pedestrians that are
followed by others should be not easy to be impacted
by the following persons. However, in Fig. 7(a), due
to the symmetrical interaction of Social-STGCNN, the
person C seems to be impacted by A, and this causes
a potential collision risk between B and C. Instead, the
predicted trajectories of VDRGCN in Fig. 7(b) show that
the motion behavior of the group can be kept and the
predicted path of the person A can well follow that of C.
It indicates that the asymmetrical interactions are effective
for the trajectory perdition.

3) Comparison on Graph Topologies: To verify the effectiveness of the proposed directed graph topologies, we also
conduct an additional experiment by comparing different
graphs. We consider the undirected graph G u , view graph G v ,
direction graph G d , rate graph G r , and fused graph G f in this
experiment. The numerical results and visual comparison are
shown in Table II and Fig. 8, respectively.

•

•

From Table II, we can learn that the performance of
G v , G d , and G r are always better than G u on all the
datasets. This demonstrates the importance of modeling
the asymmetric influences. It is worth noting that G v
is slightly better than G d and G r and it indicates that
the view fields of agents impact the motion behaviors
most. When the three directed graphs are simultaneously
incorporated, it achieves the best performance as shown
in the last column in Table II. This shows that all
the proposed directed graphs are helpful for the social
interaction modeling.
Fig. 8 visually shows the superiority of our proposed
directed graphs, where the pedestrian A is following B.
We can find that the predicted paths of the undirected
graph G u largely deviate from the true trajectories of
A and B. It represents that the symmetrical interaction
incorrectly describes the spatial relationship of the two
persons. While in Fig. 8(b), the predicted positions based
on G f have small gaps to the ground truths and this
demonstrates the superiority of the proposed directed
graphs due to the asymmetric social interaction modeling.

4) Comparison for Losses: In this subsection, we experimentally verify the superiority of the proposed loss function
based on Cauchy distribution for multimodal trajectories. For
a fair comparison, we directly embed the loss function based
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TABLE III
T HE R ESULTS OF ADE / FDE O BTAINED BY G AUSSIAN D ISTRIBUTION AND C AUCHY D ISTRIBUTION

TABLE IV
T HE R ESULTS OF ADE / FDE O BTAINED BY TPNSTA, S OCIAL -STGCNN, AND VDRGCN

on Gaussian distribution adopted in [37] into our proposed
model, and compare the results obtained by different losses.
Table III reports the numerical results. Our proposed loss based
on Cauchy distribution has 17% and 7% relative performance
improvement in terms of the average ADE and FDE, respectively. Except FDE on UNIV, the predicted accuracies achieved
by the loss based on Cauchy distribution are always higher
or equal to those obtained by the loss based on Gaussian
distribution. Compared with Gaussian distribution, Cauchy
distribution with the fat tail property has a larger possibility to generate diverse positions for reducing ineffective
redundancies.

Moreover, the average ADE and FDE are also relatively
improved about 25% and 46%, respectively. It indicates that
the proposed directed graphs can also better characterize the
asymmetric interactions for multi-type agents.
3) Qualitative Analysis: We conduct two cases to show
how VDRGCN successfully models the social behaviors of
multi-type agents and predicts the trajectories, and we qualitatively compare the prediction results obtained by TPNSTA,
Social-STGCNN, and VDRGCN, as shown in Figs. 9-10.
•

E. Multi-Type Agent Trajectory Forecasting
We further verify our model in complex transportation
environments for multi-type agents’ trajectory prediction.
1) Dataset and Experimental Setting: The four scenarios
from Stanford Drone Dataset [44], including the intersection,
the roundabout, fork road, and entrances of parking lots are
used. There are totally 4463 agents containing challenging
social behaviors, and the types of agents have pedestrian, biker,
skater, cart, car, and bus.
The true positions of each agent are recorded in every ten
frames, as implemented in ETH [40] and UCY [41]. The
time step numbers of the observed trajectories and predicted
trajectories are set to 8 (about 2.6 seconds) and 12 (about
4 seconds), respectively. The used hyperparameters are the
same to those in the previous experiments. We compare
VDRGCN with TPNSTA and Social-STGCNN, due to their
competitive performance in Table I.
2) Quantitative Analysis: Table IV shows the prediction
results obtained by TPNSTA, Social-STGCNN, and VRDGCN
on the four scenes, and we also report the average results for
each method in the last column, where the best results are
highlighted by bold fonts.
Due to the directed graphs for multi-type agents, VDRGCN
gets a better performance than Social-STGCNN in all the
scenes, which gains about 56% and 57% relative performance
improvement in terms of the average ADE and FDE, respectively. Except ADE on NEXUS, VDRGCN always achieves
better predicted accuracies when compared with TPNSTA.

•

Parallel motion: When two or more agents are moving
parallel in the road, it is important to keep a secure
distance and prevent collusion. Different from parallel
motions of persons, the prediction for the behaviors of
multi-type agents is more difficult due to their different
properties. In Fig. 9, the bike A and the car B are parallel passing through the roundabout. It can be obtained
from Fig. 9(a) that the predicted trajectories of TPNSTA
cannot keep a secure distance between A and B, and
the predicted path of B is far away from the ground
truths. From Fig. 9(b), though Social-STGCNN can keep
a secure distance for the agents A and B, some predicted
positions of A are out of the road. While in Fig. 9(c).
the predicted trajectories achieved by VDRGCN can well
keep a secure distance for A and B and are closer to the
true paths than those of TPNSTA and Social-STGCNN.
It indicates VDRGCN can well predict parallel motions
of multi-type agents.
Complex interactions: Fig. 10 shows that the car A and
the bike C are opposite driving on two lanes of the road,
and the person B is crossing the lanes. For TPNSTA,
some predicted positions of B are far away from the
true positions and the predicted path of C has a large
gap to the ground truths. While in Fig. 10(b), SocialSTGCNN is difficult to correctly predict the future trajectories, in which some predicted positions of C deviate
from the lane and the predicted paths of A and B are
not close to the true trajectories. Even for the complex
interaction environment, our proposed VDRGCN can
still appropriately address the asymmetric interactions
between multi-type agents and well predict future trajectories, as shown in Fig. 10(c).
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Fig. 9. The predicted trajectories in DEATHCIRCLE, where the shapes painted by red, green, and blue indicate the observed positions, future positions, and
predicted positions based on ADE, respectively.

Fig. 10. The predicted trajectories in BOOKSTORE, where the shapes painted by red, green, and blue indicate the observed positions, future positions, and
predicted positions based on ADE, respectively.

From the above cases, the superiority of our proposed
model is also verified for multi-type agents in cooperative
transportation systems. It demonstrates that the three directed
graphs can effectively model the social interactions between
multi-type agents and the proposed loss function is good for
generating diverse multimodal trajectories.
IV. C ONCLUSION
It is important and challenging to predict the future trajectories of the moving agents in advance for cooperative
intelligent transportation systems. As the complex social influences between the moving agents are highly asymmetric,
existing methods are difficult to model these cooperative
interactions. To solve this issue, we propose a trajectory
prediction algorithm based on a directed graph convolutional
neural network, called VDRGCN, for cooperative intelligent
transportation systems. By encoding different prior knowledge
of social behaviors, we propose three directed graph topologies
to exploit three types of social interactions between agents,

i.e., View Graph, Direction Graph, and Rate Graph. The
three directed graphs characterize the asymmetric influences
of the view fields, walking directions, and moving rates
of agents, respectively. We have shown that our proposed
directed graph topologies are more intuitive for modeling
the complex social interactions. Moreover, for characterizing
the multimodal property of the future trajectories, we have
also introduced a new loss function based on Cauchy distribution. The experimental results have been provided to
verify the superiority of our proposed model over the existing
ones.
In the future work, we will consider using scene features
learned by a convolutional neural network as auxiliary information to interact with agents and roads for the improvement
of robustness.
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